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There are different food items which are prepared by following the process of drying. Drying the
food is undertaken to preserve the food for long time. It is done to remove the water from the food
so as to stop the growth of micro organisms which gets mushroomed in the water. There are
number of ways to dehydrate the food products. For example, solar energy is used as one of the
ways of drying, same as air drying, wind drying etc.

Dehydrated foods are considered as the Survival Foods as one can carry these food products to
camping trips, outings etc. It is also known as one of the best choices that are included in
emergency survival kits. These types of foods generally include beef, pork, vegetables and assorted
fruits.

Our body cannot function until and unless we eat. But it is not possible to carry from home different
cooked items along especially when we have to stay out for a long time. That is why dehydrated
food is considered as one of the ideal ways to have food. These food stuffs remain fresh and tastes
good without even the comfort and convenience of a refrigerator. These are also convenient to be
cooked in natural calamities such as earthquake, fire, and storm etc. You can store your food the
way you like. It is not required to take botheration of spoilage.

These food items are healthier than the food which requires proper preservation such as freezing
and canning. These food diets are free from chemicals and various bacteria which affects the food
adversely. It is not only a healthy choice, but it is also a tasty choice. One can have different types
of colors and flavors in these food products.

These diets are also very easy to cook. One can prepare these food stuffs himself at home. The
process of dehydrating the food does not require much effort and time when compared to other
preservation methods such as canning. There are also numerous food dehydrators available in the
market which helps in drying.

As these food materials are prepared just by drying the water content from the foodstuff, these can
easily be rehydrated by adding up water. These foods are also readily available in a variety of
markets.

Generally people love to blend fresh ingredients for cooking the dehydrated meals. These meals are
carried usually on a backpacking trip. But it is not necessary that all dehydrated meals are good to
eat. Good quality of dehydrated meals should be brought from the market so as to have good taste
and good health.

It is not necessary that a person should always carry dehydrated foods at the time of going for
camping trips, outings. Dehydrated meals are preferred by people as these meals are lightweight,
quick and easy to prepare.

There are several stores that offer various meals for hikers and backpackers. Dehydrated food is
different from other type of food. Also, the processes used to prepare and preserve the food is
different from others. However these food materials are economical and nutritious.
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please give your valuable comments.
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